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Wk 1 Wednesday Thursday 

Morning 

Session 

9.30am—Check in Zoom Call with your class. 
English 

SOTD: Complete Week 1—Wednesday of your Sentence of the Day Booklet  

Writing: Watch the YouTube video how to make a potion. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nMSv4FrbECU )    

Pre Assessment: 
You are now going to make your own potion and write a procedure  
explaining how to make it. Explore your garden/backyard and collect  
materials to put in your potion . 
Using the procedure scaffold, write a recipe for your potion.  Create  
your own title, write the list of ingredients and materials needed,  
then explain the steps to making your potion.  
 
Reading: Read your book and choose a comprehension activity from the comprehension grid.  
Phonics: Use your list words to complete an option from the spelling grid OR play a game from 
your phonics booklet with a family member.  

9.30am—Check in Zoom Call with your class. 
English 

SOTD: Complete Week 1—Thursday of your Sentence of the Day Booklet  

 
Writing: Follow the Anzac cookie recipe and bake some cookies for your family!.  
(https://www.bestrecipes.com.au/recipes/quick-easy-anzac-biscuits-recipe/jloz2cs4 ) 
Be sure to take note of the structure of the recipe. Tell a family member where 
the title, the ingredients and the steps can be found. Post a photo to Seesaw of 
your cookie creations! 
 
Reading: Read your book and choose a comprehension activity from the compre-
hension grid.  
Phonics: Use your list words to complete an option from the spelling grid OR 
play a game from your phonics booklet with a family member.  

Break 

Middle  

Session 

Maths 
Warm up: Log onto Seesaw to view todays warm up activity (2D or 3D Sort Activity) 
Activity:  
Watch and sing along to the 3D shape song. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnZYK83utu0 ) 
Read through the ‘Everyday 3D Shapes’ PowerPoint on Seesaw and discuss with an adult how 
3D shapes can be found in lots of everyday objects  
 
Look around your home and identify 3D shapes that can be  
found in everyday objects. Complete the Worksheet Going  
on a Shape Hunt.  
 
Extension: Build a sculpture using 3D shapes,  
take a picture and post it to Seesaw.  
Label the 3D shapes you used.   

Maths 
Warm up: Log onto Seesaw to view todays warm up activity (Everyday Object 3D Sort) 
Activity:  
All 3D shapes have faces, vertices and edges Watch the video about the faces of 3D shapes. 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mGmtixGpQ ) 
 
Using materials found at home, make 3D shapes.  
See ‘Constructing 3D shapes’ on Seesaw to help  
you.  
 
Fill in the worksheet ‘Properties of 3D Shapes’ 
 

 

Break 

Afternoon  

Session 

Art 
Watch the read aloud story on Seesaw ‘Remembering, the Story of a Soldier’ by Virginia Mayo. 
Choose a poppy artwork to complete from below.  
> Directed drawing                
> Fingerprint Poppy flowers 
> Poppy flower craft 

.Health and Well-being  
Explain to a family member about why its important to “be healthy”.  
What does it mean and why is it important?   
Complete page one of mini book by filling in the first  
sentence and listing the benefits of being healthy.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMSv4FrbECU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMSv4FrbECU
https://www.bestrecipes.com.au/recipes/quick-easy-anzac-biscuits-recipe/jloz2cs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnZYK83utu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-mGmtixGpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkSBztJ_bMQ
https://www.craftymorning.com/fingerprint-poppy-flower-craft-kids/?fbclid=IwAR3IBOmx_GIdwDIQjNLLllE77mUHU6EpF3S_RygxETdsoOY1cQ-qy3ILgGo
https://www.craftymorning.com/beautiful-red-poppy-crafts-for-kids-to-make/?fbclid=IwAR22WDxO3mmd8jfrsxtVmw6axs4YMN3sUMORqvakDyy1IWcP7N7RlobXJYo


in 

Wk 1 Friday Phonics Focus  

Morning 

Session 

.30am—Check in Zoom Call with your class. 
English 

SOTD: Complete Week 1—Friday of your Sentence of the Day Booklet  

Comprehension: Watch the video What is Visualisation? (https://study.com/academy/lesson/
reading-strategies-using-visualization.html ) 

Read the text: A Bad Case of Stripes by David  
Shannon   
 
Complete the ‘Creating Images’ worksheet from your  
Comprehension booklet 
 
Reading: Read your book and choose a comprehension  
activity from the comprehension grid.  
Phonics: Use your list words to complete an option from the spelling grid OR play 
a game from your phonics booklet with a family member.  

ee, ea, y, e, e_e 

Break  Spelling Words  

Middle  

Session 

Maths 
Warm up: Log onto Seesaw to view todays warm up activity (Properties of 3D 
shapes) 
Activity:  
Watch the video about stacking, sliding and rolling 3D shapes (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcsUQIxJKjY ) 
Remember that shapes that have flat surfaces  
stack and slide whereas shapes with curved  
surfaces roll. Some shapes have both curved  
and flat surfaces.   
Complete the venn diagram to sort the  
flat and curved surfaces.  

 
 
 
•me 
•she 
•bee 
•eel 
•leaf 
•carry 
•eve 
•cheek 
•easy 
•evil 

 
 
 
•mean 
•legal 
•equal 
•steep 
•stream 
•creamy 
•evening 
•sieze 
•relief 
•alley 

 
 
 
•dream 
•gleam 
•least 
•plea 
•melody 
•legal 
•equal 
•rugby 
•evening 
•sieze 

Break  Sight Words  

Afternoon  

Session 

Sport 
See Seesaw for instructions on todays sport lesson.  
OR  
Choose an activity or website from the PE Grid and complete in your living room 
or backyard.  

one, some, want, many, love, has 
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